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Bonus: Avoid! 

 

This bonus class focuses on the thing you really want to know - how to 

stop someone to avoid! LOL! Now, not every position outlined is 

doomed to be the bad boy/girl associated with it; every position has a 

positive and negative expression, and if they’re done the work often 

associated with these positions, they can express it positively. But make 

sure they’re doing that before you throw caution to the wind! 

 

Start with the two-faced jerk - this is often seen with a personal planet 

(Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars - also sometimes the Ascendant) 

anaretic (at 29 degrees) in Gemini (ruler of the Twins - no surprise!). In 

the natal chart, this can be a natural thing for them (they may not even 

realize that they are two-faced). When they’ve recognized and worked 

through whatever challenge is associated with their anaretic planet, 

then they can drop the two-face and become a dynamic, but open, 

personality. You may also see this with an anaretic 3rd house cusp 

(naturally connects to Gemini), and anaretic Mercury in general of any 

sign (since Mercury rules Gemini, but it’s worse when in Gemini). This 

can occur temporarily with planets that enter 29 degrees Gemini in the 

progressed chart as well. 

 

What about cheaters? Difficult Pisces energy can surprisingly be prone 

to cheating, but usually not in a way where they’re trying to hurt you; 

instead they just get lost in the romantic notions of the moment and 
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don't think too much about the consequences; I’ve noticed this a lot with 

Pisces Venus. You can also look at squares and oppositions between 

Neptune (ruler of Pisces) and the Sun, Moon, Venus, or Mars, or a 

particularly prominent/challenged. If they have a prominent Saturn that 

isn’t too afflicted, that can counteract a lot of the Neptune/Pisces 

energy. Squares and oppositions between Venus and Pluto can show 

someone who cheats to get at you, the vengeful one (though it may be 

more in retaliation for something bad you’ve done - so don’t do bad!).  

 

Chiron can also be involved when it’s on the side of sex addiction, and 

it’s usually a highly sexual chart that goes with that; JFK and Bill Clinton 

are good examples, with JFK having a loaded 8th house - house of sex- 

and Clinton having Moon in the 8th and a wide Libra stellium starting 

with Mars on his Ascendant and including Venus, Neptune, Chiron, and 

Jupiter; even though neither came out as sex addicts, their charts seem 

to say they are/were: 
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Casanovas? Well this one’s easy, check out asteroid Casanova (number 

7328) - look for Casanova especially challenged, conjunct a planet, one 

of the nodes, or an angle. Example: Leonardo DiCaprio has asteroid 

Casanova conjunct his Mercury and Uranus in Libra (sign of 

relationships), and while his Casanova isn’t anaretic, the two planets its 

conjunct are! His Neptune is also conjunct his North Node.  
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The stalker? Strong Pluto/8th house/Scorpio energy (obsessive!), 

particularly if it lines up with strong connections to your own chart (so 

even if they're not obsessive with everyone, they may be with you - you 

may want to be especially careful with anyone whose natal Pluto is 

conjunct any of your natal personal planets or angles). On the upside, 

this can be great for chemistry, but that can mean that can create a 

more difficult connection at times (you get caught up in the sex haze 

and lose track of reality!).  

 

The commitment-phobe? Jupiter/Sagittarius is the eternal 

bachelor/ette. It can be hard to tie down someone with strong Jupiter or 

Sagittarius energy (most often Jupiter conjunct Venus or Mars, 

Sagittarius Venus/Mars, or a natal Sagittarius stellium). Sometimes this 

can also be seen with independent Uranus, and if someone has a strong 

natal Uranus, they may want more space than “commitment” can give 

them. Also, difficult natal Saturn can make it hard for someone to 

commit (remember Clooney).  

 

What about the liar-liar-pants-on-fire? There are some asteroids to 

check out - Veritas (490), Truth (249521), and Fides (37) - and if they are 

prominent in their natal chart, particularly difficulty aspected (especially 

by Jupiter!), then there may be some issues with "bending" the truth (to 

be nice!). Look for conjunct or opposite a personal planet or angle (and 

remember asteroids have a tight orb of 2 degrees). On the flip side, this 

can also make someone super truthful (to a fault), and it tends to go one 
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way or the other (either super blunt or pathological liar). 

 

And the momma's boy? Cancer and the Moon rule the mother, so if 

there's strong Cancer or a prominent Moon, mommy may figure a bit 

too prominently in their life. Now, it’s nice when they have a good 

relationship with their mother, you just don’t want a smothering 

relationship! If they have an afflicted Moon or 4th house, that may be 

more of an issue. Also Chiron in Cancer or the 4th house (since Chiron 

rules wounds). And I find that those with a strong Black Moon Lilith also 

tend to have “difficult” mothers. 

 

I also wanted to include an article for a previous newsletter about the 

astrology of being catfished - since that’s a whole other kind of 

problem!: 

 

Being catfished is such a modern-times, 1st-world problem, but a pretty 

common one, it seems. What is likely going on that leads one to be 

catfished? If you guessed Neptune, give yourself a cookie! Neptune is 

the planet of deception, whether it's someone else deceiving us or us 

deceiving ourselves - and both of those things are usually the case 

when you're catfished. Neptune has the rose-colored glasses and wants 

to believe in the fantasy created in your head, and believes whatever 

wonderful lies it's told. This can be a temporary problem with transit 

Neptune, and when he's conjunct, square, or opposite your natal Sun, 

Moon, Mercury, Venus, or 1st or 7th house rulers, this is something you 
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always have to be careful of. Get grounded and if there's a nagging 

feeling that it's too good to be true, well that's probably your intuition 

telling you something! Since it's by transit, it's only temporary, but transit 

Neptune aspects can last quite a while (on and off for up to a couple 

years), so stay on top of yourself. 

 

If you have a strong natal Neptune (or strong Pisces energy, the sign 

Neptune rules), then this is something you have to be mindful of your 

entire life. You're just naturally someone who is prone to the fantasies 

and who wants to see the best in people, and unless you also have 

some strong Pluto/Scorpio/8th house or Saturn/Capricorn/10th house 

(the rulers of reality), you can be more susceptible than most to being 

taken for a ride by people. Setting up boundaries - spiritually, mentally, 

and emotionally - is suuuper important for you to help avoid the 

downfalls. It can also be helpful for you to strengthen your connection 

to your intuition, which can be very very strong but often is quite 

scattered until you get some control over it. Once you do control it, your 

intuition can help you figure out who to trust (and who not to). 
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